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It is well known that an important class of problems in numerical analysis can be
interpreted as "electrical" network problems [I, 2, 3]. These analogues have formed the
basis of many analogue and digital methods of solution of certain partial and ordinary
differential equations. The most extensive and diverse such interpretations have un-
doubtedly been made by Kron [4-9]. Furthermore, it has been pointed out by von
Mises [10] that the network approach to numerical analysis offers promise for the numer-
ical solution of physical problems for which classical methods, in spite of great effort,
have been unavailing—problems for which future research demands a numerical answer.
See also the recent work of Birkhoff and Diaz [11] utilizing network methods in non-
linear problems. An excellent example of a successful attack by network methods is
given by Oppenheim [12, 13]. See also the provocative work of Branin [14].

We shall here consider not the problem of devising topological models for physical
problems, but the network problem per se. We begin with a resume of its history.

1. History of the network problem. Kirchhoff, as a student in Neumann's seminar,
made the first comprehensive investigation of the electrical network problem, publishing
his results in 1845 and 1847 [15]. Kirchhoff proved the existence of a solution to the
"purely resistive" network problem. In formulating the problem he was perhaps the
first to write down the incidence relations of a 1-dimensional complex. Maxwell [16]
pointed out (1865), however, that Kirchhoff's formulation omitted the concept of
potential. Maxwell remedied this omission and devised two methods for solving the
network problem effectively, now termed Maxwell's mesh- and node-pair-methods of
solution. (The two methods may be described in Fig. 1 as that of inverting L' and Y'.)
In 1923 Weyl [17] presented another proof of Kirchhoff's result giving deeper insight
into its topological character. His 1932-33 lecture notes refer to currents and voltages
as contravariant and covariant vectors. Eckmann's 1945 paper [18] gave further insight
into the problem.

In 1933 and 1934 [19, 20] Kron utilized the tensor calculus to fit in the concept of
"impedance" of stationary and non-stationary networks into the topological frame-work.
This advanced the application of tensor calculus from field problems to circuit problems.
Kron published a treatise on these developments for non-stationary networks in 1938 [21]
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and for stationary network in 1939 [22], See also [23]. Figure 1 is an interpretation of
Kron's view of the network problem; he had each mapping and viewed the problem in
its general form. Actually the concepts of tearing and interconnecting appeared in these
publications: in the process of writing down the "equations of performance" of a system.
The idea of interconnecting solutions did not appear explicitly until 1953 [8]. Kron's
formulation of the network problem has been studied by many investigators [24-28].

An algebraic topological formulation of the network problem and a proof of the
validity of the method of tearing were given by the author [29-32], A condition called
power definiteness [31] was shown to be sufficient for the existence of a solution to the
network problem; it is shown in the present paper that the proof given in [31] actually
utilized the weaker condition termed "ohmicness". In fact, ohmicness (Sec. 2) turns
out to be a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence and uniqueness of the
generalized network problem, the problem actually encountered in tearing.

Section 3 treats the question: what systems can be represented as a network problem?
The answer is any system of linear equations can be so represented (but not necessarily
in a way suitable for efficient tearing.) In Sec. 4 tearing is briefly described. The in-
variance of power under tearing is demonstrated in Sec. 5. Section 6 describes Kron's
"orthogonal" method of solution of networks. Section 7 describes the explicit construction
of the solution of the network problem via tearing. Section 8 describes 7\-partitioning:
this is a way due to Kron of solving a system of linear equations which in general requires
fewer operations than the customary inversion of a matrix. Sections 9, 10, and 11 give
explicit solutions to three network problems, counting the required number of operations
for tearing, if-partitioning and standard inversion methods.

2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to Kron's
problem. We give a more general formulation of the network problem than in [31].
A network is defined as a 1-dimensional regular complex. Let I\ then be a network and
let L be a transformation of its group CX(K) of 1-chains into C, (K) its group of 1-cochains,
over the complex coefficient field. Then K and L define the diagram shown in Fig. 1.
Here //'(K) is the first homology group, P°(K) is the group of 0-boundaries, the image
of Cl{K) under the boundary operator; 77,(K) is the first cohomology group and P„(K)
the group of 0-cochains modulo the kernel of the coboundary operator <5. Further C is
the natural homomorphism of Hl(K) into C1(K) [Cl(K) may be considered as H\K, K"),
where K° is the 0-skeleton], while C, is the dual transformation of C\ (K) into 77, (7v);
d denotes the boundary operator (strictly speaking, the boundary operator jollowed by
the projection of C°(K) into P°(K)). Finally L' = C,LC, Y = L"1 and Y' = dY8. The
network problem then is: Given arbitrary elements 1' of P°(K) and e' of 77, (K) to find
elements J of CL(K) and V of Cj(K) such that dJ = 7', C,V = e' and V = LJ, i.e. to
find a general expression of V and J in terms of arbitrary e' and 7' and the transformation
of the above diagram. A pair (J, V) satisfying these conditions for given 7', e' is termed
a solution. In [31] it was shown that a solution always exists and is unique if L is power
definite. Professor N. E. Steenrod pointed out, however, that the proof actually utilized
only the following weaker condition:

Definition. Let V be a vector space of complex dimension n and , the dual
space of linear functions on V. A linear transformation of V into is termed ohmic
if for each non-zero v in V, (Lv), • (v) 9s- 0, i.e. L is ohmic if it never maps a non-zero
vector v into a function which annihilates v. This condition is more general than power
definiteness, which in turn is a more general condition than positive definiteness.
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Professors R. J. Walker and T. S. Motzkin of Cornell University and UCLA have
suggested the following interpretation of ohmicness: Let L = M + iN where M —
(L + L*,)/2 and N = (L — L*,)/2i are hermitian. Splitting these into their real and
imaginary parts M = Mi + iM2 , N = + iN2 we set

A = B =
~N2

N2 Ny

Af, -Af2

M2 AfJ
Then L is ohmic if and only if the two quadric hypersurfaces

x,Ax = 0 x,Bx = 0

have no real intersection.
The introduction of an isomorphism L between a vector space V and its dual V#

is equivalent to the introduction of an inner product in V for if v, w e V, we may define
vw as (Lv) -w. If L is ohmic this inner product is not necessarily commutative. If V is
a vector space over the reals and L is positive definite then the usual properties of an
inner product are enjoyed. Although the results below guarantee that tearing is valid
under the more general condition of ohmicness, all the applications to date have been,
to the author's knowledge, for L positive definite. In Kron's model of Schrodinger's
equation, however, L is ohmic but not positive definite.

Theorem 1. If L is ohmic, the network problem has one and only one solution. For
let i' t II'(K) and L'i' = 0; then i' -L'i' = 0. Letting i = C'i' we see i'-L'i' = i-Li =>
i = 0 and since C is an isomorphism i' must also be zero so that the kernel of L' is zero
and L' is thus 1-1. Similarly Y' is shown to have an inverse and J = C(L')~le' +
Y8{Y')~1I' and V = LJ will constitute a unique solution. Uniqueness follows by the
same argument as in [31].

Kron's approach to networks (whether stationary or not) is always from the following
point of view: He considers not just a single network with its impedance tensor, but the
set of all possible networks into which it can be transformed through the group of tearing
—and interconnecting—transformations. His method of tearing consists in deducing
from the "equations of state" or the "equations of solution" for one element of the set
(usually a simple one) the "equations of state" or "of solution" for any other element in
the set by a routine procedure governed by the induced transformations. Stated another
way, a given system is torn apart, solved in pieces, then the piecewise solutions are
interconnected to yield the solution for the whole.

We wish to find a condition on L such that a solution will exist for all networks K
compatible with L (we say K is compatible with L if the dimension of Cl(K) is the same
as the dimension of L); i.e. regardless of how the network is hooked together we still
wish to be guaranteed the existence of a solution: we term this the generalized network
problem of Kron.

Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that the generalized network problem
have a solution is that L be ohmic.

Theorem 1 establishes the sufficiency; for necessity, let obea non-zero 1-chain such
that v-Lv = 0; now construct a network where v is a cycle, then it is clear that L' will
not be an isomorphism.

3. What systems can be represented as a network problem? This question is of
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especial interest to those concerned with explicit numerical solutions of their problems
(see [33]). If tearing is a shortcut method for solving the network problem, can it be
used to solve arbitrary non-singular systems of linear equations? The answer is that
there is an infinity of network problems which can represent a given such system but
there is no a priori method for picking out a "good" such representation. We give here
one such representation (which does no good whatsoever from the viewpoint of com-
putations). Let Lx = b be a non-singular transformation (L can be a "function" of
x and b), L of dimension n. Let K be a network in which the natural mapping C: Hl(K) —>
Cl(K) is an isomorphism; we then consider L as a transformation from C\K) into
Ci(K) and thus C,LC = L' is also an isomorphism. (K consists of n 1-spheres with
exactly a single point in common, a "bouquet" of 1-spheres.) By Theorem 1 the network
problem automatically has a solution, but now we have no "room" to tear (see Sec. 4).
We must invert L' which is the same as inverting L. Any non-singular system of finite
difference equations can thus be interpreted as a network problem, which harmonizes
with von Mises' use of the term. The more usual mode of viewing this is the "all" junc-
tion-pair of equivalent network. This result is related to that of Lyusternik [2] and Bode
[34] on the question of realizability.

In Kron's approach one attempts to represent not a given set of equations but rather
a physical system by means of a topological model. While the topological model can be
made to produce a purely algebraic system, the process is not reversible: the topological
model contains more structure, more information, than a purely algebraic system. It
has been recently suggested by Professor Synge (Princeton University Colloquium
Lecture, Feb. 7, 1956) that certain fundamental problems in quantum mechanics contain
inherent topological structure which must be understood for their solution.

While the all-resistance or resistance-capacitance models of Poisson's equations are
widely used, not so well known are Kron's more subtle topological models for a large
class of partial differential equations of mathematical physics (both classical and quantum
physics) such as the field equations of Maxwell; the wave-equation of Schrodinger; the
Navier-Stokes equations of compressible, viscous flow; the elastic field, etc., [3-9],
[35], [36].

4. Tearing. Let K and K* be regular 1-complexes and <p a continuous map of K*
into K which induces an isomorphism Q of Cl(K*) on Cl{K). Figure 1 of [32] depicts
the maps induced by <p on the reduced homology and cohomology sequences of K and
K*. If L is an ohmic isomorphism between C"(if) and C\ (K) then L* = Q,LQ defines
an ohmic transformation of Cl{K*) on 0, (K*). Thus if K is compatible with the tensor
L so is K" and thus associated with L is the collection of all K* for which there exists
a transformation <p inducing an isomorphism of the 1-chain groups. Note that <p is not
necessarily a topological map. In [32] a description is given of how a network problem
in K defines a network problem in K" and how computation of the solution for K* allows
for the deduction of the solution for K.

First we shall discuss an ancillary question—the invariance of the power under
tearing and interconnection—then we shall give an explicit description of the construction
of a solution via tearing and conclude with some concrete examples where tearing gives
quicker results.

In recent unpublished papers Kron has solved eigen-value problems of large-scale
physical systems and linear programming problems by means of tearing. He has likewise
utilized tearing to obtain analytic solutions of certain large-scale problems, e.g. involving
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resonant frequencies of nuclear reactors. Indeed the savings in straightforward numerical
solutions seem to be trivial compared to these developments [37].

5. The invariance of the power under tearing [33]. Let J e C\K) and V — LJ.
The power is defined as the product V ■ J. Explicitly, V ■ J in matrix notation is V*t ■ J =
J*tL*,J; (power as here defined is the sum of the dissipative ( Vt J* + V*,J)/2 = J*(L +
L)*t J and reactive (VtJ* — V*tJ)/2i = J*,(L — L*t)/2i power, the latter multiplied by i).

Theorem. Power is invariant under tearing and interconnection. For let <p be a map
of network K* on network K which induces an isomorphism Q of Cl(K") on C'(K).
The induced transformation

C\K*) -*» C\K)
on the group of 1-cochains is then

C,(K') & Ci(K).
Let J* be an element of Cl(K"): the power corresponding to this element is V" ■J".
But if J* = QJ and V = Q,V* then the corresponding power in K is V-J = (QtV)-
0Q~'J') = V*-J*, q.e.d.

This theorem settles a problem which apparently long has plagued the literature
in network theory, namely the invariance of the power under the transformations
induced by interconnection. The concept of tearing as a form of transformation has
been emphasized by Kron [36]. Still many investigators, including Kron, have attempted
to deduce the law of transformation from the invariance of the power.

The fundamental geometrical fact about tearing and interconnecting is that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the branches of the two networks: the transformation <p
of interconnecting and its "inverse", tearing, explicitly establish this correspondence. If
the complexes are simplicial, we may restrict the transformation of interconnection to
be a simplicial map: but the really essential feature is that it establishes this 1-1 corre-
spondence between branches: expressed another way, the transformation <p shall induce
an isomorphism of the 1-chain groups. In algebraic topology the laws of transformation
of 1-chains and 1-cochains (currents and voltages) are well known and completely
understood (see [38]): the underlying geometrical transformation dictates the trans-
formations (P, Q, R, P, , Q, , R, of [32]) in the algebraic superstructure.

And thus the invariance of the power is a consequence of these transformations and
not a cause of them. The other approach therefore was forced somehow to smuggle in
the assumption of the invariance of the power. For instance, le Corbeiller [28] in his
fine little book on Kron's method employs very detailed but circuitous reasoning in this
attempt.

6. Kron's "Orthogonal" method of solution of networks. Preparatory to the
construction of an explicit solution via tearing we must first consider Kron's so-called
"orthogonal" method of solving networks. Maxwell's mesh method and node-pair

t
ct

" P (K) •

S
- C|(K)   P0(K)-«— 0

Fia. 1.
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method of solving networks in modern terminology amounts to inverting L' or Y'
respectively (see Fig. 1); the method we describe here stays within the spaces of C*(K)
and CX(K) and although in general this method requires exactly as much work as the
mesh or node-pair method it gives a new twist to the subject, to pave the way for tearing.

It may be seen that the following method gives a solution. Let C\K) be written as
the direct sum of its cycle group Rl plus some other group, S1, chosen at one's pleasure:

C\K) = R1 4- s\
Let a basis be selected for Rl and S1, so that an element J of Cl can be written in coordi-
nate form

J =

i, I being the coordinates of J in R1, Sl. Let us choose the "same" basis for Ci(K) (see
[32], also Cartan's cosimplex, [39], p. 39): this choice of basis effects a splitting of Ci(K)
say

Ct(K) = Rr + S,
(of the four groups Rl, S1, R, , »S\ , only R' is natural).

Let an element V of C\ (K) be written therefore

V =

(6.1)

with e, E, elements of Ri and Si , or rather e, E, being the coordinates of V in Ri , Si
for the bases chosen. Note that R, , which corresponds to the dual basis for R\ is disjoint
from the subgroup of coboundaries and that in general Si is not the coboundary group.
Nevertheless the natural homorphism of Ri into //, (K) is an isomorphism. (The reader
should now refer the argument to Fig. 1.) Thus an element e' of IIj (K) may be pulled
back to an element e of Ri . Likewise an element /' of P°(K) can be pulled back under
to an element / of S1. Thus we have elements e, I, such that C,e = e' and (3 1=
(Note that in some actual problems such an e is frequently given in the original specifica-
tion of the problem). We shall write the ohmic transformation between Ci(K) and
C\K) in the form

y2

J3 Yij
We shall call this the first normal form. The solution may now be obtained by inverting
F4 (F4 is ohmic by heredity)

E = Y;\I - Y3e). (6.2)
Then i may be obtained as Y,e + Y2E. The above formula for E will be termed the
"orthogonal" form of the solution. This is the form of the solution we will use for the
torn system in the next section.

Alternatively if we write the ohmic transformation in the form inverse to 6.1, termed
the second normal form,

e = Li L2 i ^

e) [l3 lJu.
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This is the form assumed by the problem for the interconnected system after interconnec-
tion [see Eq. (7.5)]. In this form a solution is effected by inverting L, : then

i — L\ (e Tj^I^) ,
E ~ L3i li/Ji.

7. Explicit construction of solution of network problem via tearing. An important
consideration not previously discussed is a convenient method of construction of the
solution via tearing. We shall be working with coordinates which will transform then in
the direction opposite to the transformations of the vector spaces themselves. Let K*
be a torn version of K so that there exists a regular map <p (simplicial map if complexes
K and K" are simplicial) inducing an isomorphism <p of 1-chain groups.

We shall split C1 = Cl(K) and C» = Cl(K*) into the following direct sums

a = mm+p, ,
cl = M° + M1 + P.

Here is the subspace of cycles of C» ; M° is the isomorphic image of under the
transformation <p* induced by <p, Ml is a subspace of cycles whose direct sum with M°
"fills out" the subspace of cycles. I\ and P likewise fill out CI and Cl respectively, but
are so chosen that + P) — P» , and thus <p* splits in the following fashion

Ml PM°

U

0

0

Q
U = identity

It is clear that such choices can be made.
Let bases be chosen for each of these subspaces. Then in coordinate form, for i„ , /»

elements of M§ , P„ and i°, il, I elements of M", M1, P, <p* takes the explicit form

0

Q
(7.1)

Let the "same" bases be chosen for C\ = Ci{K) and C* = CX{K") inducing thus a splitting
of each of these spaces: Ci = M0 + Mx + Px , C* = M* + P*; let e0 , e, , E and e",
E* denote elements of these subspaces in the order implied. Then the induced isomorphism
ion the 1-cochain spaces is written

' 0

Q, E,
U = identity (7.2)

Suppose now that the K" network problem is written Kron's "orthogonal" fashion,
with respect to the basis chosen for K"

Y\ Y\
Y* Y\ E*

(7.3)
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This is the first form for the "orthogonal" system [see Eq. (6.1)]. The solution is obtained
by inverting F* . Let L* = (F*)-1 and /*=/* — F*e*. Then

E* = L'l*. (7.4)
(For the purposes of interconnecting, however, it is, of course, quite immaterial what
manner is employed to compute E* in the form L*I*). Equation (7.4) represents a solution
of the K" network problem: we now construct the solution of that of K via the interconnection
transformations. Utilizing successively (7.2), (7.4) and (7.1),

= Q,E* = QtL'l* = QtL'Qei

.E.
We now split Q,L*Q into its component parts

(7.5)

(7.6)
6i   Li L%

E. ,L3 L4j

This is the second form for the "orthogonal" system [see Eq. (6.3)]. The work that
remains to be done therefore, after the interconnection, is the inversion of Lx , which
may be termed the elimination of the newly created cycles. Thus we write as the final
solution

{1 = Lr'fe - LJ), (7.7)
E = Lai1 + LJ. (7.8)

Of course (7.7) may be substituted directly into (7.8) to obtain E = (Lt — L3Li1L2)I +
but from a computational viewpoint it is advisable not to do so. In the next

section we shall consider in detail the question of the number of operations performed.
Reviewing the actual steps taken for solving by means of tearing we see that the following
operations had to be performed.

A) In (7.3) F* was inverted: (F*)"1 = L*.
B) In (7.5) the multiplications QJJQ were performed; it is to be recalled, however,

that Q is a matrix with elements 0, 1 or — 1 so that no arithmetic multiplications,
only additions were performed. Furthermore (see below) it actually would be
necessary only to form the L,-part of this product.

C) In (7.7) L\ was inverted. (Actually one need only "solve" L, , say in the manner
of /^-partitioning below).

Summing up then, tearing involves inverting two matrices F* and L, . Now let n denote
the number of branches of K (which equals the number of branches of K"). Let p1 be
the dimension of Hl(K), the first Betti number of K, and pi the first Betti number of
II1 (K*). The dimension of F* is n — pi and that of L, is p1 — pi : if K were inverted
by the Maxwell node-pair method one would have inverted a transformation of the
dimension n — p1 which is less than n — pi. How then can it be claimed that it is possible
that the method of tearing may require fewer arithmetic operations than the standard
methods? The answer is that tearing must be done in such a way that the F, to be
inverted split in some convenient fashion. This depends upon the topology of K" as
well as on the ohmic tensor. In Sees. 9, 10, 11 we shall exhibit cases where it does pay
off to tear.
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8. if-partitioning. We are about to compare in detail the number of operations
required to solve a few selected network problems by standard methods, by standard
partitioning, by an algebraic form of solving equations suggested by tearing, and by
tearing. We shall therefore preface these examples by a few remarks on partitioning
and obtaining the general solution to a system of linear equations. See [40].

Let
Mx = c (8.1)

by the matrix form of a non-singular system of n equations in n unknowns. The usual
manner of obtaining the general solution is to compute the inverse of M by one method
or another, writing the solution in the form x = M~lc. Now to invert M it may be
expedient to partition M, but let us instead partition the whole system (8.2) into the form

A B
C D

where
[A B
C D

= M - - x

(8.2)

= c. (8.3)

An easy computation shows that the general solution may then be written as

v = R(b - CA 'a), R = (D _ CA"B)'\ (8.4)
u = A"1 (a — Bv),

(8.4) is a general solution in the following sense: for arbitrary a and b, v is computed
according to the first formula; it is then substituted into the second to give u. This is
just as good a form of the general solution as (8.2). If (8.4) is accepted as a legitimate
form for the general solution, we see that the only multiplications involved are in the
computation of A~1, the formation of CA~1B, and finding the inverse of (D — CA~'B).
This form of the general solution requires in general significantly less work than finding
the straight inverse. Incidentally, if the transformations are multiplied out we obtain
the standard formula for the inverse by partitioning (U = identity matrix):

A'\U + BRCA_1) -BR
-RCA" R

(8.5)

The form (8.4) is a purely algebraic trick, simple but useful, suggested by the method
of tearing. We shall term this Kron's method of partitioning or K-partitioning, and will
compare it with standard partitioning and with tearing in solving network problems.

The disadvantage of the component solutions found by /^-partitioning, compared
with those found by tearing, is that the former cannot be re-utilized to interconnect
the solved system with other systems to form the solution of "supersystems". No top-
ology enters into partitioning a matrix. On the other hand, the component solutions
established by tearing represent actual physical systems and consequently all partial
inverses can be re-utilized to build up factorized solutions for still larger systems.

Kron has used such sequences of partial structures for pyramiding not only numerical
solutions, but also eigen-value of analytical solutions, as well as problems in optimization
(largely unpublished).
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We shall use throughout von Neumann's rule-of-thumb, that it requires n3 multipli-
cations to invert a matrix of order n.

9. Tearing versus partitioning: first case history [41]. Consider the network in
Fig. 2. Here n = 6, p1 = 3. We assume that L is purely resistive, and thus that it can

Fig. 2. Network K.

assume diagonal form. Solution of this by either the mesh or node-pair method requires
the inversion of a 3 X 3 matrix of the form

x 0 x

0 x x

xxx.

'x" means a non-zero element.

According to our adopted rule-of-thumb, this requires 27 multiplications. My computa-
tions yield the following results:

Number of multiplications required to solve problem

Tearing 3
^-partitioning 8
Standard partitioning 22
Standard inversion 27

K

Fig. 3. K and K* with bases selected.
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Solution oj K by tearing. We shall tear K into K* as shown on the top of Fig. 3.
In the figure for K", 1* for example denotes a "current", a cycle impinging on the two
branches which make up the cycle; Is indicates a current passing through only the single
branch indicated, in the direction shown: this is a 1-chain consisting of this single directed
simplex. Similar meanings are attached to the other labels.

First we must solve the K" network in the first orthogonal form (6.2). A most econom-
ical method of doing this is to start with the completely torn system K* below and
interconnect from K* to K*, for L must be given a definition completely in terms of
coordinates, and it customarily is given for the K* system, Fig. 4.

3*

Y* —

Fig. 4. The completely torn network K*.

Suppose Y* = ZT1 assumes the form
rF,. 0

y2.

y3.

y<.

r5.
. o Yt.

In the K* system the ohmic transformation is written

J* = y*V*
where J* = {J1*, • • • , </6*}, F* = {Viit , ■ ■ ■ , Ve>t} the components related in the
obvious way to the symbols of Fig. 4. (J* and V* do not denote complex conjugates
in this section.)

Let <p be the simplicial map of K* on K*, whose induced isomorphism on the groups
of 1-chains is

I* 2* 3* 4* 5* 6*

1*

2*

3'

4*

1

1
1

1

-1

-1

= P,

Matrix of interconnection from K* to K" .
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We may write this in the form

7*1 = p.J*,
i*

where {I*, % } = j/1*, I2*, I3*, I**; } and P, is the matrix shown above. The inverse
of these Q's may be written by inspection, for if

P = U P,
10 u.

Pi arbitrary, the U's of different size in general it is immediate that

U -P1
P'1 =

0 u
Kron has used Pj1 instead of P, , expressing "old currents in terms of new" and he
writes it down by inspection of the network; see interconnection from K* to K below.
Then

V.=P E'
*

and so

Written more fully,

= P,J* = P,Y*V* = P,Y*P E*
/3*

E*
0

Y \ Y\
Y\ Y\_

E* = (!Y\y\r - Yle*).
The inversion of Y\ involves two operations: Y^} , , for Y~3l and Y~tl are assumed
known. (It is assumed that L and F are known for the completely torn system.) Let

(Fl)-1 = L* =

u* o
■^2*

L3II

0

and I* — Y\e* = 7# ; we have

E' = L'l, . (9.1)

Now we are prepared for the interconnection transformation between K" and K. In
contradistinction to the interconnection between K* and K*, we write the "old currents
in terms of the new", i.e. in the form (7.1). Referring to Fig. (3), we have
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1' 2' 3' 0 12

1*

2*

3*
4*

1,

2*

1 1

1 1

1 1

1

0

0

1

1

Q

0

0

u

Matrix of interconnection from K* to K.

I

0

u.

and the corresponding transformation on the cochains is

E

Qt

0

0

V.

E*

Thus from (9.3), (9.1) and (9.2)

= Q,E* = QtL*I* = Q,L'Q

Now

Q,L*Q =

L,,

L3»

Liu L2» Lz #

L\ #
L2«

Em

u

Li L2

Lx La

where

Li = Lltf + L2» + L3t + Ltt ,

(the formation of Q,L*Q requires zero multiplications) or

E

le0J

L\ L2

L3 Li

(9.2)

(9.3)
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Remaining is to invert L, : this takes one division = one multiplication. Now as with
(8.4) we write the general solution in the "factorized" form

i° = L:\e0 - L3I),

E — L\I ~f~ L%i*
This completes the description of the solution of the K network problem. The method
of tearing K utilized here is quite distinct from Kron's method, several lengthy steps
are eliminated; both depend, however, on the same fundamental topological principles.

One further remark can be made: as Kron has pointed out, the full affair QtL*Q
need never be formed; only the piece L4 , the lower right corner, need be formed. In
fact, all that need be stored is:

L"
Q

L4 - 1.

10. Tearing versus partitioning: second example, Poisson-type network. This is a
Poisson-type network except that, more generally, we assume that the "resistances"
in each branch are different; Figure 10.0 shows the network K above with an indicated
basis and a network K» below into which K is torn, also with an indicated basis. We

a

18

7TV

e 20
>—

17

V

16

77Y
3

5

9
D
23

hi

9

21

0
3

15

13

ALL

6

AJ\
7

0J
8

22
14

Ll

# 77)#
5#

27

*

2|#

18"

25

■ # 24"

26

*

32

28 #

Q*

6

7\l9# v#

r

Fig. 5. Left—K and basis for C(K). Right—K" and basis for C{K").

assume that L is diagonal for the completely torn network. First we give complete
details on our solution of K by tearing.

10.1. Solution of problem by tearing.
10.1 A. Solution of the K* network. It takes fewer operations to solve this network

in the second normal form, i.e. we will solve for the "mesh currents", since the principle
pieces are of identical character (note carefully that we have not assumed that L is
the same for each) we shall compute the number of multiplications for one and then
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k'"* *

Fig. 6. Upper left rectangle Kg1} of K„ and , K(„1)completely torn.

multiply the total by 4. To write down the appropriate equations we consider the upper
left rectangle K#' of K, let be this network completely torn up. Then the matrix
of interconnection K—♦ K's'1 is

1* 2* 3* 4*f o* 1 * «->« O «a a

a*

0*

1*

2*

3*

4*

5*

-1

-1

-1

= e

and if L^ for is diagonal with elements

14" = {L„« j L$* j Llt ) L2. , L3» , , L6,}.

Then letting Lai). + L1:)< + L2!|I + L4Ht = L„» and + L2s)I + L3jt + LH = Lpt , we
have

U" = Q,LtQ =

L0* Z/2«

—Z/2» L«.

—Lj.
—L2.

Li* Lj*
-L^
-L..

L\ * /- » Li*
L%* i/4« L&*

L,.
L2«

l3.

Li*

Ls.
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Let Lil) be written

Li1' =

T (1)#1

T (1)L-k *3 T (1)^ #4_

The second normal form

7:7(1) J

r (1) t (1)
^ *1 ^ #2

r(l) t (1)
*3 XV «4

7(1>

(1)' *3

requires first the inversion of L'l\ . For simplicity (and with no loss of generality) we
assume e"' = 0.

Then
ZTtU)   TT (1) r (l)/r (1)\-1 r (l)i r(l)   r » r( 1)

-C'# — L-^ #4 ±J § 211 V — -^(1)-'# •

A tally of operations yields:

Operation Multiplications required

Inversion of L„x 8
Formation of L^1L2 12
Formation of L3(Li1L2) 30

Total to solve K50

Now assume that we do this for each of the four main pieces of K* : the total number
of multiplications is 4-50 = 200 to solve K„ . The final solution for K» is a direct sum
of the solutions for each piece and the remaining disjoint pieces, the "pigtails": for
convenience this latter is split into two pieces L* relating to branches labelled 21 through
24 and L* for 25 through 32, L* and L* both being diagonal.

Ei

E(.

El,

T *•"(!>

I *"(2)

1 *lJt.

I '^(4)

I *I' i

Further let

and

O

L* — Lfi) + • • • + L*4, + L

M* = L* + L* .

O

i *Ll L

7(1)
^ *

r(2)
* *

r(3)
* *

r<4)
1 0

J(P)
1 ft

This is the solution for if# . Now we interconnect to get the solution for K.
10.1 B. The interconnection K„ —* K. Referring to Fig. 5 we see that the pertinent

part of the interconnection transformation from C(K„) to C(K) is (we omit the part
injecting the cycles of K» into the cycles of K—it would correspond to an identity
matrix):
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T =
U

0

I
T-H

I

I
—I

-H

I

8
o
03
CS
2

aao

$

H N M rj* ifl CO N tfl a ° H N CO T}< lO CO N 00 O O H (N CO ^ lOCONOOOSOHN 4— 2® N ^ ® H H H H H H rH^HrHrHC^ N N N N NNNNNMWM ~0

Going through the usual routine we perform the rearrangements TtLtT (this trans-
formation involves at most addition, and actually need not be completely carried out—
only the lower corner—the rest can remain in factorized form, a la Kron, see Sec. 8
above).
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J A L*,R
L = T,M,T = N = RtL\R + S,L\S.

_{L\R)t N
Again it will be observed that the formation of L involves no multiplication; N is the
only "piece" of the transformation L that we must compute explicitly anyhow.

The equation for K thus reads

E L\R

(,L{R), N
The final remaining step is the "solution" of N.

10.1C. The elimination of the newly created mesh currents or the "solution" oj N.

Now N is of the form
abed efgh

a

b
c

d
N =

e

f

g
h

XXX

X X X X

X X X X

XXX

XXX

X X X X

X X X X

XXX

N,

.Nz

N,

iVj

which we partition as indicated. Again, we do not compute the inverse of N but we
compute the factorized form of the solution (Sec. 8). We tally the results, the method
already having been explained by earlier detailed examples.

Operation Multiplications required
Inversion of 56
N3N?N2 48
Inversion of (iV4 — N:tNilN2) 64

Total number of multiplications to solve N in factorized form 168 (as compared with
512 if N were inverted by standard methods).

10.ID. Final tally of number of operations required by the method of tearing here em-
ployed.

A. Solution of K„ network 200
C. Solution of N, the elimination of the

cycles created by the interconnection 168

Total number of multiplications required by
tearing solution 368
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Next we discuss briefly a partitioning type of solution of K.
10.2. Solution of K by K-partitioning. Let us now refer to the original network K.

We shall consider it in its mesh-equivalent form, that is, we "invert" the isomorphism
(Fig. 1) of Hl(K) H^K), since L' is 16 X 16 whereas Y' is 24 X 24. Of many bases
tried, the following checkerboard arrangement seemed to be the best.

n

m

Fig. 7. Checker board basis for H\K).

The transformation L' for this basis assumes the folio wine form, which is partitioned
as indicated

abedefgh ijklm'nop

a

b
c

d
e

f

g
h

i

i
k
l

m

n

o

P

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

XXX

X X

XXX

XXX

X X

XXX

X XXX

XXX X

X X

XX X

X XXX

XX X

XXX

XX XX

XX X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

c

B

D

"x" indicates the
presence of a non-
zero element.

Fig. 8. L' for checkerboard basis.
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Here is the tally of operations:

Operation Multiplications required

A'1 9
CA'lB 98
(D - CA~1B)~1 512 [(£> - CA~lB) is full]

Total number of multiplications required solving as
mesh equivalent network using /^-partitioning 618

Next we see how many additional operations would be required if the actual inverse
of L' were computed by standard partitioning.

10.3. Solution of K by standard partitioning. Now we must add to the above total
of 618 the number of multiplications needed to form the inverse matrix: [see (8.5)].

Multiplications required to reconstruct actual inverse of L'.

Operation Multiplications required

R{CA~l) 8(24)= 192 [(CM-1) has 24 non-zero elements]
B(RCA~1) 192
A(U + BRCA~l) 83 = 512
BR 192

Total 1079

Thus for standard partitioning the number of multiplications required is 618 + 1079
1697 = number of multiplications required by standard partitioning.

10-4- Finally if one simply solved K by the most naive method, by inverting L' by
standard methods, then 163 = 4096 multiplications are required

Final Tally
Multiplications required for solving K by various methods.

Tearing 368
^-partitioning 618
Standard partitioning 1697
Standard inversion methods 4096

It will be remarked that the ohmic transformation L in this example was not assumed
to act identically on the four principal pieces of K, (see Fig. 5) and thus the solutions
for each of the pieces had to be solved separately. In the next section we shall consider
the case when L does act identically on the four separate pieces. It will turn out that the
method of tearing can take better advantage of these symmetries than can partitioning,
even if-partitioning; tearing being a topological method can better accommodate to a
topological situation than partitioning, a purely algebraic device.

11. Tearing versus partitioning: third case history. Assume now for the network
problem of Sec. 10, that L acts in an identical fashion on the four principal pieces of
Kt. If we considered K as an electrical network, then we would assume that the imped-
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ances of corresponding branches in these pieces are identical. We shall enquire as to
how each of the methods can profit from this symmetry.

11.1. Tearing. Referring to 10A, to solve the piece Kltl) required 50 multiplications,
we make four copies of this; then we will assume that any degree of symmetry inherited
by N from the symmetry cannot be taken advantage of, so that, as in 10.1C, the inver-
sion of N requires 168 multiplications.

Grand total for tearing = 218

11.2. Solution by K-partitioning. A. For the checkerboard basis. Here unfortunately
the checkerboard basis, Fig. 7, cannot take especial advantage of this symmetry in L:
the inversion of A, Fig. 8, requires 2 instead of 8 multiplications and otherwise the
counts are the same so that for this new problem, checkerboard basis with K-partitioning:
612

B. For another basis. Let us choose the basis shown below

13 19

12

16

14

10

11

6

15

Fig. 9. A basis for partitioning.

Then L' assumes the form shown in Fig. 10, which we partition as indicated.

Count of multiplications by K-partitioning

A'1 23 =8
CA~l 24

{CA~X)B 33(D - CA~lB)~l: 83 = 512

Total 577

If L were not the same on each of the K# then the inversion of A for the basis selected
here would have been 32, for a grand total of 611; thus this basis, shown in 11.3A, would
have been better for the problem of Sec. 10 than that of 10.2A.

We may assume that the multiplications required to get the inverse from this form
is the same as for the problem in Sec. 10.3. Thus

11.3. Number of multiplications required for standard partitioning is

577 + 1079 = 1656
11.4- Standard inversion is still, of course, 4096 .
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12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
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X X

X X

X

X

X X

X X

X
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X X
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X

X

X

X X
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XXX X

XXX X

X XX

X X

X X

X X

X X
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B

D

Fig. 10. L' for basis chosen.

Appendix. One very important advantage of tearing over standard methods of
solving networks is the fact that the solution developed for a component of the torn
system is in fact a perfectly complete solution for this subsystem in itself. Thus regardless
of how the subsystems are to be connected together, their individual solutions are
completely useable. This is one advantage which solving a network by partitioning
Y' (or L') for a given fixed system cannot enjoy. For the partitioning is performed on
the Y' for a given fixed system; in the Y' the interactions both through the topological
connections and through the "electromagnetic couplings" may be rather thoroughly
scrambled: partitioning Y' cannot sort these effects out.

Another way of contrasting tearing with standard methods is this: A network problem
consists of a pair (L, K), an ohmic tensor L is a complex K compatible with L. In tearing
one seeks another network problem (L*, K") in which the tensor L* (or Y') splits in a
convenient manner. From the solution of this network problem one then deduces the
solution for the original problem. In solving the network problem (L, K) by standard
methods, one operates only on L' or Y' for this given network problem; for instance, one
partitions Y' in the most expedient manner. Both of these advantages may be exceedingly
important in the solution of very large physical problems.
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The examples of this paper exhibit definite numerical advantages in tearing but,
more importantly, they carry forward and improve on the mechanics of Kron's method
of tearing.
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